Abstract—A new speaker-adaptation technique for deep neural network (DNN)-based speech synthesis – which requires only speech data without orthographic transcriptions – is proposed. This technique is based on a DNN-based speech-synthesis model that takes speaker, gender, and age into consideration as additional inputs and outputs acoustic parameters of corresponding voices from text in order to construct a multi-speaker model and perform speaker adaptation. It uses a new input code that represents acoustic similarity to each of the training speakers in a probability. The new input code, called “speaker-similarity vector,” is obtained by concatenating posterior probabilities calculated from each model of the training speakers. GMM-UBM or i-vector/PLDA, which are widely used in text-independent speaker verification, are used to represent the speaker models, since they can be used without text information. Text and the speaker-similarity vectors of the training speakers are used as input to first train a multi-speaker speech-synthesis model, which outputs acoustic parameters of the training speakers. A new speaker-similarity vector is then estimated by using a small amount of speech data uttered by an unknown target speaker on the basis of the separately trained speaker models. It is expected that inputting the estimated speaker-similarity vector into the multi-speaker speech-synthesis model can generate synthetic speech that resembles the target speaker’s voice. In objective and subjective experiments, adaptation performance of the proposed technique was evaluated using not only studio-quality adaptation data but also low-quality (i.e., noisy and reverberant) data. The results of the experiments indicate that the proposed technique makes it possible to rapidly construct a voice for the target speaker in DNN-based speech synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The flexibility and controllability of speech-synthesis systems are as important as naturalness of speech in some applications; hence, constructing such a flexible speech-synthesis system is an interesting research topic in the field of DNN-based speech synthesis. A variety of multi-speaker modeling and speaker-adaptation techniques for DNN-based speech synthesis have been proposed recently. Multi-speaker modeling is a technique for synthesizing voices of various speakers by using a common model, and speaker adaptation is a technique for estimating a new acoustic model by using a small amount of speech data uttered by a new target speaker or in a new speaking style (e.g., a different emotion). To give a few examples of the multi-speaker modeling in the field of DNN-based speech synthesis, using speaker codes that represent a speaker’s identity for multi-speaker modeling, in which additional inputs are used to distinguish speakers, has been proposed [1], [2], [3]. A speaker-adaptation technique using i-vectors as an additional input, one using an adaptation method for speech recognition called “learning hidden-unit contributions” [4], one using linear transforms defined by Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), and combinations of those methods, was proposed [5]. In another study, it was assumed that the output layer in a DNN captures most speaker differences, and under that assumption, it was attempted to estimate a speaker-dependent output layer by using individual speaker’s data while keeping the hidden network layers shared across all speakers [6].

Prior to the present study, a DNN-based acoustic model using auxiliary features referred to as input codes was proposed [7]. In that model, to more-effectively retain speaker voice characteristics and allow speaker adaptation, a speaker’s identity, gender, and age classes were additionally used. Speaker adaptation was performed by estimating a new speaker code based on back-propagation (BP) using a small amount of the target speaker’s speech data and associated linguistic features obtained from text. Almost all other adaptation techniques proposed for DNN synthesis are based on BP [1], [5], [6], [8], [9], hence, not only speech data but also linguistic features are always required.

In this study, a new speaker-adaptation technique for DNN-based speech synthesis – which requires only speech data without orthographic transcriptions – is proposed. This technique is traditionally called unsupervised speaker adaptation for speech synthesis [10]. A naive dirty way is to obtain transcriptions using external automatic speech recognition and use conventional speaker adaptation based on speech and automatically generated transcriptions [11]. However, this procedure may result in issues when the outputs of speech recognition have severe errors.

The proposed technique uses a new input code designed for speaker adaptation without using text. The new input code, called “speaker-similarity vector”, represents acoustic similarity of a target speaker to each of several training speakers in terms of probability, and it is obtained by concatenating posterior probabilities calculated from each of the models of the training speakers. Intuitively, this process may be viewed as replacing a conventional binary hard speaker code with continuous soft codes according to speaker similarity. Therefore, if a multi-speaker speech-synthesis model is trained using text, and speaker-similarity vectors are used as input, it can be expected that speaker characteristics of synthetic speech generated from the trained multi-speaker model will depend on the speaker-similarity vectors, and the synthetic speech will
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The proposed unsupervised speaker-adaptation technique using speaker-similarity vectors is explained. The procedure for training a multi-speaker model and performing speaker adaptation based on the speaker similarity vectors is explained as the following steps.

1) First, text-independent speaker verification models are constructed for each of the training speakers included in a speech database, which is also used for training the multi-speaker speech synthesis model. GMM-UBM [12] or i-vector/PLDA [13] is used as a text-independent speaker verification model.

2) Then, the posterior probability of each training speaker given by one of the multiple text-independent speaker verification models in Step 1 is computed. The obtained posterior probabilities are concatenated to form a speaker similarity vector for each of the training speakers. 112-dimensional speaker similarity vectors are obtained (since the number of training speakers was 112).

3) Next, the speaker similarity vectors computed in Step 2 are used to replace the one-hot-vector based speaker code, and a DNN-based multi-speaker speech synthesis model is constructed. Linguistic features, gender, and age codes are the same as those used in the systems described in Section 2.

4) Speaker adaptation is performed as follows. A speaker-similarity vector of an unknown target speaker is estimated in a similar way as in Step 2: the posterior probabilities of the target speaker given by the multiple text-independent speaker-verification models are computed, and the obtained posterior probabilities are concatenated to form a speaker-similarity vector.

5) The estimated speaker-similarity vector of the target speaker is used as a new speaker code of the above multi-speaker speech-synthesis model, thereby changing the speaker characteristics of synthetic speech.

### B. Speaker-verification models

For text-independent speaker verification, the GMM-UBM [12] and i-vector/PLDA [13] approaches are widely used. The proposed technique also uses these approaches. As for the GMM-UBM approach, a speaker model is obtained by adapting parameters of GMMs trained using speech data of many speakers [12]. As for i-vector/PLDA, i-vectors are first computed from sufficient statistics of speech data and are regarded as observations for a Gaussian PLDA model given as

$$w_u = \bar{w} + \Phi \beta + \Gamma \alpha_u + \epsilon_u,$$

The same technique may also be used to estimate age and gender codes. However, this option is not explored in this paper due to space limitation.
where $\mathbf{w}$ is a speaker-independent supervector, $\Phi$ and $\Gamma$ represent eigenvoice matrices for speaker- and channel-dependent components, respectively. Speaker and channel factors, $\beta$ and $\alpha_n$, are assumed to have a standard Gaussian distribution as a prior distribution. In this study, the third term in Eq. (1) was not used.

C. Advantage of proposed framework

As mentioned earlier, several techniques for speaker adaptation using i-vectors [5] or d-vectors [15] have been developed. As for the former, i-vectors are directly used as inputs for DNN-based speech synthesis. On the other hand, for the proposed framework, GMM-UBM or i-vector/PLDA is used only to calculate posterior probabilities for each training speaker. That is, the proposed multi-speaker speech-synthesis model does not depend on any acoustic parameterization or dimensions of i-vectors and has weaker dependency on acoustic features.

An unsupervised speaker-adaptation technique using a bottleneck layer of a DNN-based speaker-recognition model for DNN-based speech synthesis was proposed by Doddipatla et al. [15]. As for this technique, PCA is applied to the bottleneck features of the DNN-based speaker recognition, and the first eigenvector is interpolated on the basis of the posterior probabilities of the speaker-recognition model. In the following, we argue that the proposed technique is much simpler and more intuitive for constructing a flexible multi-speaker speech-synthesis model.

IV. SPEAKER-VERIFICATION MODELS ROBUST AGAINST LOW-QUALITY ADAPTATION SPEECH DATA

Speech used as adaptation data is usually low quality because recording studio-quality speech incurs high cost. In this study, robust speaker verification models are trained to perform the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation without significant degradation of speech quality even if low-quality speech is given as adaptation data. To train speaker-verification models robust against low-quality speech data, the mismatch between recording conditions for training and adaptation speech data fed into the models needs to be alleviated. Hence, low-quality speech data is artificially created by adding noise and reverberation to studio-quality speech, and the created data is used for training the speaker-verification models.

The low-quality speech data was artificially created by using the Demand noise database [16] and the ACE Challenge reverberant database [17]. The low-quality speech was created by adding noise from the Demand database and reverberation from the ACE Challenge database to studio-quality speech waveforms. It is assumed that adaptation speech data used for speech synthesis is recorded in indoor rooms, so noise and room impulse responses recorded in an office or meeting room were used. The first channel of office-and-meeting-room noise recordings at 48 kHz sampling frequency was selected from the Demand database, and room impulse responses recorded in an office or meeting room (Office 1 and Meeting Room 1) were selected from the ACE database. Noise and reverberation were added to studio-quality speech in the same way as used in [18] as follows,

$$y = x \ast h_1 + \alpha(n \ast h_2), \quad (2)$$

where $x$ and $n$ represent a studio-quality speech waveform and a noise waveform, respectively, $h_1$ and $h_2$ represent the room impulse responses, $\ast$ is a convolution operator, and $\alpha$ is used for adjusting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Room impulse responses $h_1$ and $h_2$ are recorded using microphones located in positions 1 and 2.

In our experiments, adaptation speech data was also artificially degraded by using the same way. Using speech waveforms recorded under real conditions as adaptation data is future work.

V. EXPERIMENTS USING STUDIO-QUALITY SPEECH DATA

The proposed technique for unsupervised speaker adaptation using studio-quality speech data as adaptation data was evaluated as described below.

A. Experimental conditions

Speech database: For our experiments, the Japanese Voice Bank corpus, containing studio-quality native Japanese speech uttered by 65 males and 70 females aged between 10 and 89, was used. The speech from 56 males and 56 females was used to train the speaker-verification models and the multi-speaker speech-synthesis models. The speech from the remaining speakers (9 males and 14 females) was saved for speaker adaptation. With approximately 100 utterances per speaker, this dataset yielded a total of 11,154 training-data utterances. For the adaptation experiments, either 10, 50, or 100 utterances from each of the 23 speakers not included in the training set were used as adaptation materials. The sampling frequency of the speech-signal waveform was 48 kHz. Speaker adaptation was evaluated by using 10 utterances per speaker not included in either the training or adaptation sets.

Speaker-verification models: To train the speaker verification models, an open-source toolkit called SIDEKIT [19] was used. The acoustic features used for training these models are listed in Table I. Since spectral features (20-dimensional MFCCs) and fundamental frequency/F0 (1-dimensional) are dimensionally significantly different, 20-dimensional F0 features were also obtained by applying a discrete cosine transform (DCT) to fundamental frequency values of the current, next, and previous 32 frames. Moreover, instead of the standard MFCC, spectral features used for speech synthesis models, referred to as MGC, were investigated. Then, GMMs with 64 mixtures were trained to extract 400-dimensional i-vectors. The size of the eigenvoice matrices for the speaker dependent components in Gaussian PLDA was 20.

Speech-synthesis models: For extracting the acoustic features for the speech-synthesis model, WORLD analysis [20], [21] was used to obtain 259-dimensional acoustic feature vectors every 5 ms (each feature comprising 59-dimensional mel-spectral coefficients, a linearly interpolated fundamental frequency on the mel scale, and 25-dimensional band aperiodicities, along with their delta and delta-delta). The 259th feature
was a binary voiced/unvoiced flag. 389-dimensional linguistic features were used as an input vector. This input vector was augmented with speaker, gender, and age codes. The oracle duration was used since it makes it possible to easily compute objective measures such as mel-cepstral distortion. All multi-speaker speech synthesis models were feedforward DNNs with five hidden layers of 1024 nodes each. Sigmoid activation functions were used for all units in the hidden and output layers. The models were initialized randomly and trained to minimize the mean square error by stochastic gradient descent.

**Speaker adaptation:** The proposed unsupervised speaker-adaptation technique was compared with a supervised speaker-adaptation technique using speaker codes. Systems constructed for the experiments are listed in Table II. An averaged system is a reference system which uses one-hot vectors to train a multi-speaker model and replaces all one-hot vector elements with their average value during synthesis, since it can be viewed as the average voice system. In a supervised system, the multi-speaker model is the same as that used in the averaged system, but the speaker code for the target speaker is estimated on the basis of BP. Unsupervised systems (GMM and i-vector) are proposed unsupervised speaker-adaptation systems, in which speaker similarity vectors are estimated by using either GMM-UBM or i-vector/PLDA, respectively.

**B. Objective evaluation of multi-speaker modeling**

Performance of multi-speaker modeling using the proposed technique was evaluated. Speaker codes used in training the multi-speaker speech synthesis model were used to synthesize voices of training speakers. Objective results in terms of mel-cepstrum distortion and root mean square error (RMSE) of log $F0$ (in short, LFO RMSE) are shown in Fig. 1. The number of mixtures for the unsupervised system (GMM) was 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128. Only MFCCs were used as features to train the speaker verification models.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that all the other supervised and unsupervised systems were significantly accurate than the averaged system. This result indicates the multi-speaker speech-synthesis model using the proposed speaker-similarity vectors as well as one-hot vectors was successful at approximating the many speakers in the training corpus. Next, as for the supervised and the proposed unsupervised (GMM and i-vector) systems, their performances do not significantly differ.

**C. Objective evaluation of speaker-adaptation performance**

**Supervised and unsupervised adaptation:** Objective results of supervised and proposed unsupervised speaker-adaptation systems based on GMM-UBM are shown in Fig. 2 in terms of mel-cepstrum distortion and LFO RMSE. Objective results of the averaged system are also shown. First, it can be seen that the unsupervised system based on GMM-UBM (GMM) produces smaller errors than the averaged system, showing that the proposed technique successfully performed speaker adaptation. It can also be seen that the results of the unsupervised system (GMM) are worse than those of the supervised systems, as expected.

Second, in terms of the number of mixtures for the unsupervised system (GMM), it can be seen that the lowest mel-cepstrum distortion and LFO RMSE are obtained by using GMMs with 32 and 64 mixtures, respectively. The number of mixtures of GMMs may be smaller than the number of mixtures generally used in speaker-verification tasks. Since the final aim is to perform speaker adaptation rather than verifi-
cation, the appropriate number of mixtures would be different from the number of mixtures used for speaker verification.

It was also noticed that when a larger number of mixtures (e.g., 128) was used, the speaker-similarity vectors for training speakers became closer to the one-hot vectors due to overfitting to them; hence, GMM-UBM did not provide appropriate similarity vectors of unknown speakers. Furthermore, it can be seen that the performance of the systems using the smaller number of mixtures (e.g., 8) is worse than the systems using 32 or 64 mixtures. This result is due to the fact that the speaker-verification models are too simple to represent all training speakers. In the following experiments, GMMS with 64 mixtures were used as the speaker-verification models.

**Evaluation of the impacts of different speaker-verification models for the proposed technique:** Objective results of the averaged, supervised and unsupervised systems are shown in Fig. 3. The acoustic features used for training each of the speaker-verification models are shown inside brackets. First, it can be seen that although mel-cepstrum distortion of the unsupervised system using f0 features (GMM(MFCC+F0)) is slightly increased compared to that of the unsupervised system using only MFCCs (GMM(MFCC)), LF0 RMSE of the unsupervised system using f0 features (GMM(MFCC+F0)) decreased compared to that of the unsupervised system using only MFCCs (GMM(MFCC)). This result means that the speaker-similarity vectors considering log F0 made log F0 of synthetic speech closer to that of the target speakers. A similar tendency was observed for the unsupervised systems based on i-vector/PLDA (i-vector(MFCC) and i-vector(MFCC+F0)).

Second, as for comparing the unsupervised systems using MFCCs and MGCs as acoustic features (GMM(MFCC) and GMM(MGC)), the unsupervised system using MGCs (GMM(MGC)) was significantly less accurate than the unsupervised system using MFCCs (GMM(MFCC)) in terms of LF0 RMSE, although the mel-cepstrum prediction performance was almost the same. This result is thought to be due to the fact that MFCCs include more F0 information than MGCs.

Third, as shown in Fig. 3, the unsupervised system based on i-vector/PLDA (i-vector) was significantly less accurate than the unsupervised system based on GMM-UBM (GMM) regardless of the acoustic features used for training the speaker verification models. To understand why the unsupervised system based on i-vector/PLDA was less accurate than the unsupervised system based on GMM-UBM, the estimated speaker-similarity vectors were investigated. Estimated speaker similarity-values of the training speaker themselves and accumulated speaker-similarity values of the top-N training speakers used in speaker adaptation are listed in Tables III and IV, respectively. From these tables, the following tendencies are clear:

- In case of the unsupervised system (i-vector), speaker-similarity vectors for training speakers were representations close to one-hot vectors.
- In case of the unsupervised system (i-vector), speaker similarity values for a few training speakers were very large.

That is, the speaker-similarity vectors were not appropriately estimated when i-vector/PLDA was used with current parameter settings.

**D. Subjective evaluation**

The subjective evaluation was conducted involving 180 crowd-sourced Japanese native listeners. Fifteen conditions (five systems: the supervised system and the four unsupervised systems (GMM(MFCC), GMM(MFCC+F0), i-vector(MFCC), and i-vector(MFCC+F0)) × three amounts of data (10, 50, and 100 adaptation utterances) were evaluated. Number of synthetic samples was 3,450 (15 conditions × 23 target speakers × 10 test sentences). Participants evaluated speech naturalness and speaker similarity compared with a reference natural speech utterance on a five-point mean opinion score
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VI. EXPERIMENTS USING LOW-QUALITY SPEECH DATA

The proposed unsupervised-speaker-adaptation technique was evaluated by using low-quality speech data as adaptation data.

A. Experimental conditions

The Japanese Voice Bank corpus was also used for the experiments using low-quality speech data. The same utterances and speakers used in the experiments using only studio-quality speech data were used for training and adaptation, although 100 utterances from each of target speakers were used as adaptation data. In contrast to the experiments using only studio-quality data, noise and reverberation were added to studio-quality speech for artificially creating low-quality data. Low-quality speech data created by adding noise and reverberation simulating an office or meeting room (OFFICE/MEETING) as well as studio-quality speech data (CLEAN) were used to train the speaker-verification models used for the proposed technique. To add noise to studio-quality speech, noise segments were randomly chosen. Also, signal to noise ratio (SNR) of low-quality speech used for training the speaker-verification models was adjusted by using \( \alpha \) in Eq. (2). As SNR, 2.5-, 7.5-, 12.5- or 17.5-dB utterances were randomly selected to train the robust speaker-verification models against various noise strengths. On the other hand, 0.0-, 5.0-, 10.0- or 15.0-dB utterances were selected as SNR to create low-quality adaptation speech data. Eight sets of low-quality adaptation data (OFFICE/MEETING \( \times 4 \) SNR types) were eventually created for evaluation. As listed in Table V, performance of the proposed unsupervised speaker-adaptation technique for five conditions (one ideal, two mismatched, and two matched adverse or low-quality conditions) was evaluated.

GMMs with 64 mixtures were trained for systems based on GMM-UBM and i-vector/PLDA. The network architecture of the speech-synthesis models was the same as that used in the experiments using only studio-quality speech data. Multi-speaker speech-synthesis models of the proposed technique were trained by using speaker-similarity vectors obtained from studio-quality speech.

B. Objective evaluation

Evaluation of impacts of different speaker-verification models used for the proposed technique: Objective results of the proposed technique for unsupervised speaker adaptation using low-quality adaptation data are shown in Fig. 5. Results

(MOS) scale. Each synthetic sample was evaluated 10 times, giving a total of 34,500 evaluation scores.

The subjective results are shown in Fig. 4. In terms of speech naturalness, first, it can be seen from Fig. 4(a) that MOS of the supervised system decreased when a larger amount of adaptation data was used, although the objective results improved when a larger amount of adaptation data was used. This result may be due to the fact that the representation of speaker codes estimated by BP significantly differed from the one-hot vectors used in training the multi-speaker speech synthesis model. Second, among the supervised and the proposed unsupervised systems based on GMM-UBM (GMM(MFCC) and GMM(MFCC+F0)), the proposed systems (GMM(MFCC) and GMM(MFCC+F0)) outperformed the supervised system. Third, the proposed systems using the speaker verification models based on i-vector/PLDA (i-vector(MFCC) and i-vector(MFCC+F0)) obtained lower scores than those obtained by the unsupervised systems based on GMM-UBM (GMM(MFCC) and GMM(MFCC+F0)).

Next, in terms of speaker similarity, it can be seen from Fig. 4(b) that the supervised system and the unsupervised systems based on GMM-UBM (GMM(MFCC), and GMM(MFCC+F0)) obtained almost the same scores. And the unsupervised system based on i-vector/PLDA (i-vector(MFCC) and i-vector(MFCC+F0)) obtained lower scores than those obtained by the unsupervised systems based on GMM-UBM (GMM(MFCC) and GMM(MFCC+F0)). These results indicate that the new speaker-similarity vectors estimated by using speaker verification based on GMM-UBM were effectively used to construct a speaker-adapted system.

TABLE V

QUALITY TYPES OF TRAINING AND ADAPTATION DATA FED INTO SPEAKER-VERIFICATION MODELS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training data</th>
<th>Adaptation data</th>
<th>Quality condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN</td>
<td>CLEAN</td>
<td>ideal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN</td>
<td>OFFICE</td>
<td>mismatched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAN</td>
<td>MEETING</td>
<td>mismatched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFFICE</td>
<td>OFFICE</td>
<td>matched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEETING</td>
<td>MEETING</td>
<td>matched</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Subjective results. Participants evaluated speech naturalness and speaker similarity compared with a reference natural speech utterance on a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale.
obtained under matched conditions, in which the same type of lower quality speech data was fed into the speaker-verification models in the training and adaptation phases, are shown in Fig. 5. First, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that using F0 features for the speaker-verification models increases mel-cepstrum distortion and LF0 RMSE. This is because performance of F0 extraction from a low-quality speech waveform was problematic, and the speaker-verification models using F0 features cannot output the appropriate speaker-similarity vector for speaker adaptation. Second, it can be seen from Fig. 5 that the systems based on i-vector/PLDA outperformed those based on GMM-UBM in the case of MFCC. These results are the opposite of those obtained from the experiments using only studio-quality speech data.

To compare the speaker-verification models based on GMM-UBM and i-vector/PLDA in more detail, results separated according to SNR of adaptation data are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, performance of the system based on i-vector/PLDA was almost the same in all SNR cases; however, performance of that based on GMM-UBM was drastically affected by noise strength. These results indicate that the speaker-verification models based on i-vector/PLDA are more robust against low-quality speech data than the ones based on GMM-UBM for the proposed unsupervised adaptation technique.

**Evaluation of the proposed technique for matched and mismatched speech quality conditions:** Objective results of the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation technique under matched and mismatched conditions between training and adaptation data fed into the speaker-verification models are shown in Fig. 7. First, it can be seen from Fig. 7 that performance of the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation using low-quality adaptation data is worse than that of the best systems, i.e., the unsupervised system (GMM) for Mel-cepstrum distortion and the unsupervised system (GMM(F0)) for LF0 RMSE, under the ideal condition using studio-quality speech as both training and adaptation data, as expected. As for comparing the results of the systems under matched and mismatched conditions in Fig. 7, the systems under matched conditions obtain better performance than the ones under mismatched conditions. This result indicates that training speaker-verification models with speech data whose quality is matched to adaptation data improves performance of the proposed unsupervised-speaker-adaptation technique.

**C. Subjective evaluation**

The subjective evaluation was conducted involving 153 crowd-sourced Japanese native listeners. Twenty systems shown in Fig. 8 were evaluated. Number of synthetic samples was 4,600 (20 conditions × 23 target speakers × 10 test sentences). Participants evaluated speech naturalness and speaker similarity compared with a reference natural speech utterance on a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale. Each synthetic sample was evaluated five times, giving a total of 23,000 evaluation scores.
The subjective results are shown in Fig. 8. Similar tendencies observed in the objective results can be observed from the subjective results. First, using F0 features extracted from low-quality speech data worsened the performance of the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation. Second, under matched low-quality conditions, the systems based on i-vector/PLDA obtained better subjective scores than the systems based on GMM-UBM.

In regard to the subjective results, most importantly, some systems using low-quality speech as adaptation data, i.e., the unsupervised system (i-vector, OFFICE/OFFICE and MEETING/MEETING) without F0 features, obtained almost the same scores compared to the systems under the ideal conditions in terms of speech naturalness and speaker similarity.

In summary, contrasting to the results observed in the experiment using only studio-quality speech, the results of the experiment using low-quality speech data showed that F0 features were not useful and i-vector/PLDA was more effective than GMM-UBM for the proposed unsupervised-speaker-adaptation technique. Also, it was found that training the speaker-verification models using speech data whose quality is matched to adaptation data improves performance of the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation. Finally, if there is no quality mismatch between the training and adaptation data fed into the speaker-verification models, the proposed unsupervised-speaker-adaptation technique using low-quality adaptation data achieved almost the same performance as that of the systems using studio-quality speech as adaptation data.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An unsupervised-speaker-adaptation technique for DNN-based speech synthesis with input codes, using only speech data from a target speaker without transcriptions, was proposed. As for the proposed technique, the speaker-similarity vectors obtained using the speaker-verification models were used as the speaker codes instead of conventional one-hot vectors. The results of experiments using only studio-quality speech data demonstrated that the use of the speaker-similarity vectors estimated from the speech of an unknown target speaker as a speaker code appropriately changed the speaker characteristics of synthetic speech. They also showed that compared with a supervised adaptation technique based on BP, the proposed technique using GMM-UBM performed unsupervised speaker adaptation well without speech quality degradation. The results of the experiments using low-quality speech data showed that using speech data whose quality is matched to adaptation data for training the speaker-verification models effectively improved performance of the proposed unsupervised speaker adaptation.

Our future work includes evaluation of the proposed technique using MP3 or AMR codec speech and speech recorded under real conditions as adaptation data.
Fig. 8. Subjective results. Participants evaluated speech naturalness and speaker similarity compared with a reference natural speech utterance on a five-point mean opinion score (MOS) scale. The words before and after the slashes in the labels represent speech quality types of training and adaptation data, respectively.
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